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The LEA Coding Report is an accessible document by you to review coding of moments for your TSP’s in a particular quarter. Previously this coding was only accessible at the end of each quarter, however, with the approval of the most current SMAA manual by CMS, as of Oct 2019, you will now be able to have “real-time” access of coded moments.
From the dashboard of the PCG Claiming System, Click on Reports, then All Reports
When in **All Reports**, click on **LEA Coding Report**
After clicking on **LEA Coding Report**, you will be able to view coding of moments in “Real-Time”, i.e., all moments submitted by your TSP’s that have completed coding process via primary and senior coding staff. Report will be in Excel format and you will be able to drill down coding, via filter option on Excel, by specific code, i.e., Code 16 for paid time off, etc. to more efficiently handle coding disputes you may have, especially as it relates to payroll.
If you have any questions and/or concerns regarding this information, please feel free to contact us here at Region 2.

Randy Jones – LEC Director – (530) 934-6575 ext. 3050
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